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FLUX MOTION AND DISSIPATION IN HIGH-TEMFZRATURE
SUPERCONDUCTORS*
K E . GEAY and D i L KIM
Materials Sciences Division, Argonne National Laboratory, Arganne, Illinois, 60439, USA

The effects on flux motion and dissipation of ihterlayer coupling of the Cu-O planes
along the c-axis are considered for the high-temperature superconductors (HTS). It is argued
that for the highly-anisotropic HTS, the weak interlayer coupling plays a dominant role that
can be described by incoherent Jbsephson tunneling between superconducting Cu-0 bi- or triIayers. TJCLYBS^UZOT,- tne layers are strongly coupled, presumably because the conducting
Cu-0 elfins short circuit the Josephson tunneling,, so that these effects are weak or missing.

Recently1, the effects of anisotropy and fluctuations on critical current densities,
Je(T,H) and the field-induced broadening of resistivity transitions,- p(T,H)r have been studied
in high-temperature superconductors (HTS).. Although the broadening looks similar for the
applied field,. H, oriented either parallel to the superconducting Cu-O layers (HEab) or parallel
to the c-axis (HIIc), its width, and the detailed shape of p(T,H) are different The explanations
giiven below- for the highly-anisatropic HTS differ in detail for the two cases,, but have a crucial
featnre in common;: they result from fluctuations affecting the Jbsephson coupling across the
intedayer junetians^'^.
For HUzfi,. the broadening is smaller:: the absence of any measurable Lorentz-fbrce
in the highly-anisQtropic HTS together wi& jfa* anticipated intrinsic pfrmfngof the insulating region between layers, questions explanations involving motion of vortices
from the external field1 A. Various mechanisms can explain the weak or missing Lorentzfbrce dependence of p(T,H) and J<J[T,H) for HUafi. Some relate to sample perfection: (a)
meandering current paths in the ah plane due to poorly-coupled grains or other defects;
fluctuation of the; Jbsephson coupling, either (b) between Cu-0 bi- or tri-Iayers when
meandering current paths include a c-axts component3r or (c) between grains6^ (d)
misalignment of the sample, or (e) misorientation of individual grains with, respect to the
field7;: and (f) field-induced granularity31. Another is intrinsic: (g) field-induced thermal
excitation of vortex/anti-vortex: pairs in the Cu-0 planes9. The results an single crystals5 and
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epitaxial films3 of TfoBaoCaC^O* seem to adequately rule out. explanations (a) and (c). The
measured distributions of c-axis misorientations1'3 are <0.3°, which rules out (e), while the
need of a 3.8° sample misalignment1 for (d) likewise precludes it- Recently, the degree of
Lorenfcr-force dependence of p(T,H) and JC(T,H) in HTS has been shown to depend on the
interlayer spacing3, suggesting that the interlayer coupling, predominated by Josephson
tunneling-between neighboringCu-0 bi- and tri-Iayers, maybe important for (b) or (g).
In the case of (b), these tunnel junctions would occur between isolated finite-area plates
of neighboring Cu-0 bi- or tri-Iayers, with, defects in these layers causing a meandering of the
current path between such plates3. Fluctuations of the relative phase across these junctions
occur when kT exceeds Ecj(T^H), the Josephson coupling energy between adjacent Cu-0
multilayers, and this would result in a crossover to finite resistance anif a reduction m the
low-temperature JC(T,H), both of which, effects are known to occur in thin-film Josephson
tunnel junctions. For (g), we note that as kT exceeds EqCTjH), there would be a crossover to
isolated 2D superconducting layers, such, that the thermal activation of vortex/anti-vortex
pairs is greatly enhanced over the well-coupled, 3D system.
Josephson fluctuations were used to explain the observed Lorentz-fbrce independence of
±.e broadened p(T,H) JCLgrajiular NBN" films6 and of Jc(T,H) fa granular multilayers10 ofNbN
with. AET> Motion of the external flux was suppressed by the relatively strong pinning, e.g.,
the insulating AIN" layers, and a distinct crossover fn. JcCH) was observed between depinning
of the external flux and Jasephson fluctuations between grains10. Eficent experiments11 on
discreet Josephson junctions, made with MgbrqualityNb films, confirm this conclusion. A
broadened resistive transition, very similar to that of HTS materials, was observed in such
junctions in fields, perpendicular to the film plane, up to Q.03 T. These measurements used a
current density of 0.1 A/cm2, for which the resistive transitions of the fflrns were very sharp,
indicating that the external flux was completely pinned in the electrodes. The dissipation was
caused by self-field, Josephson vortices which are perpendicular to the applied field direction.
la zero field, Eq is proportional12 to the product of the superconducting order
parameters on each side of the junction, iya and lyb, divided by the normal-state resistance,
RN. For HTS interlayer junctions with an area A, Ejf=PcS/A, where p c is the c-axis resistivity
and s with cell size along the c-axis, so that Eq~FA. This relation reflects the fact that
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fluctuations must produce self-field, Jcsephson vortex loops which, cover the total junction
area, while F account for the energy required per unit area. The activation energy measured
on discreet Nb junctions11 indicate that A=<5Q/H at high, fields, where d a is the fhn quantum.
In zero field, A will be limited either by the sample dimensions or the inevitable presence of
defects, even in single crystals and epitaxial films, to a value AQ. For the Nb junctions, Ac
was found to be - 1 urn2, while the physical junction area is -Sxl2 am2. We suggest that the
effect of H may be to further limit the mfnrnnrai size of thefluctuation-inducedvortex loops to
3>c/H, since they can then connect with the pinned, external-field vortices in the electrodes.
This is analagous to dislocation-mediated shearing (melting) of crystal lattices13.
For HTS, the lack of intrinsic pinning- for H i t implies that the broadening is due to
thermaHy-activated flux motion. This broadening- is fairly independent of sample quality, but
depends strongly on the spacing between Cu-0 bi- or tri-Iayers2. Thus, we suggest that for
HIIc, thermally-activated decoupling-of the Josephson-coupled superconducting phases
causes the broadening by decoupling the magnetic-field-mduced pancake-Iike14= vortices in
adjacent Cu-0 layers. The resulting independent motion of vortices in adjacent layers, Le.,
2D behavior, greatly reduces the effectiveness of pinning- compared to extended, 3D vortex
lines. For the higMy-anisatropic HTS, such, a crossover from 3D to 2D vortices was found2'3
for kT-Eq<H,T). In addition, at sufficiently low temperatures, the finite pinning strength,
Ep(H,T), of individual Cu-0 multilayers was found2 to be effective even in the 2D regfrneA finite dc resistance requires that the vortices are excited out of their potential wells of
both energy barriers, sofcBT=Ep(H*,T)-f2Eq(H*,T)was solved2 for the crossover field, H*.. For
HIIc, this model gives convincing fits2 to measurements of resistive transitions for the Bi- and
Tl-cuprates with realistic values for the parameters p o B c and Hc2, providing- that Eq-l/H, in
agreement with, the above Josephsan-junction modeL Mechanical oscillator experiments can
also probe E p andEq individually, since dissipation can also occur without vortices being
excited out of their potential wells (i.e., when kT>Ep and2Eq, but kT<Ep-r2Eq). The two loss
peaks found in suet experiments15 on Bi2Sr2CaCu2Ox single crystals agree3 surprisingly well
with the Josephson model with substantially the same parameters as found resistively2.
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Returning to the case of ffllab. Josephson vortex cores divide the interlayer junctions
into areas given by XA^MX^Bi,

providing Ao>4>aXc/AafaH, where *<: and 1& are the c-axls

and in-plane magnetic penetration depths, respectively, and thus Eq-l/VH. Experimentally,
the activation energy which best fits3 the resistive transitions in epitaxial Tl2Ba2CaCu2Ox
fiTms is (4SQ0 [KTQ-54]) ks(l-t)/H Q - 54 . This dependence is valid for H20.25 T, which, together
with a lower limit of Ac/Xah-350 from torque' magnetrometry 16 , implies that -jA^mnst he >1.5
jim One can also obtain ^AQ from the saturation of t h e l / H dependence in the same filmsat
low fields with HIIc: although this occurs very near T c and there is no independent measure
of T o a lower limit of V A 7 ~ 1 - 5 |im is found. An important difficulty arises when fitting V-Ao to
the experimental prefactor, 480Q j.££T°-54I, with the other parameters of the Josephson modeL
Using Tuc/Aaij-SoO, we frnrf A/AO-0.3 um, in disagreement with the above estimates. Although
this is -800 unit cells and maybe reasonable even for epitaxial films, a five-thnes-Iarger value
of kjkab would be necessary to make the model quantatively compatihleWe note that the predicted vortex/anti-vortex: pair creation energy9 is ECT=*02ds/8i2Aai32
-(1400 [KD ks(l-t) for Tl2Ba2CaCu20x, where dVis the Cu-0 bilayer thickness and X^ is the rnplane magnetic penetration depth. For presently attainable H, Ecr is less than experiment* so
we cannot choose between mechanisms (b) and (gX Fariarger H, Cg) would predict a fieldindependent activation energy.
Although, there is a quantatitrve Eaconsistency in the detailed Josephson-couplrogmodel for Hllafi, the correlation of the degree of Lorentz-force dependence on interlayer
spadhg/coupling suggests that it is important in tftTs case. Thus, for the hignly-anisatropic
HTS, the dissipation may be described by thermal fluctuatains; of the interlayer CGupIing,
resulting in dissipation by Josephson vortices crossing interlayer junctions, rather tha-n
motion of the external field vorfees. For Hllc, thprrpftT fluctuations of the raterlayer
Josephson coupling decouples the pancake vortices of the external field, Tparffng- to
significantly greater dissipation than the well-coupled case at low fields and temperatures.
This research was done in collaboration with J.C. Smith, EL Holobof, M_D. Trochet and
M- Eddy. This work is supported by the U.S. Department of Energy, Basic Energy SciencesMaterials Sciences under contract #W-31-I09-ENG-38, and the National Science FoundationOffice of Science and Technology Centers under contract #STC8809S54.
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